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Dreamspell Revisited: From Dreamspell Nation to Rainbow Bridge

1. In a World of Ferals, there is a Dreamspell Nation

Albert Hofmann, the Swiss chemist who discovered LSD in �943, died at the age of �02—April 30, 
2008.

Hofmann always expressed his disappointment with the eventual criminalization of LSD, saying 
the drug had the potential to deal with psychological problems caused by “materialism, alienation 
from nature through industrialization and increasing urbanization, lack of satisfaction in professional 
employment in a mechanized, lifeless working world, ennui and purposelessness in wealthy saturated 
society, and lack of religious, nurturing and meaningful philosophical foundation of life.” 

Hofmann’s perception of the potential benefits of LSD denied by a society completely immersed in 
materialism sums up precisely the �3:20 critique of the �2:60 world-view of modern civilization. The 
criminalization of LSD, and virtually all other psychedelic substances used in the industrialized world 
has had one profound social effect: The creation of a world-wide sub-culture of ferals—the alienated 
children of the industrial world who refuse to join in the mainstream culture. You may be certain that 
virtually all of these children have experimented with LSD or some related substance, and because 
these substances have been criminalized, many of the young people using these drugs to cope with the 
problems defined by Hofmann, choose a marginalized life style. They become feral.

Feral is an adjective used to describe animals that live or grow in the wild after having been 
domestically reared or cultivated and become similar to or typical of a wild animal; feral connotes 
being untamed, undomesticated, or uncultivated. As such, they are the consummate expression 
of the undisciplined reaction to and manifestation of the wide range of psychological problems— 
“Hofmann’s disorder,” you might say—caused by the entirety of global civilization.

Wherever you travel on planet Earth you can see the feral clans with their dreadlocks, barefoot, and 
long skirts—the end-time generation, descendents of the original hippie culture. Of course, they 
congregate in those special places that show a greater tolerance for alternative or New Age cultural 
styles, but they are also to be found in every major metropolis of the industrialized world. They attend 
rainbow gatherings and have their own tribes. While many are anti-intellectual, there are many among 
them who know their galactic signature or may even follow the �3 Moon calendar and the Dreamspell. 
Yes, among the feral tribes are the grass-roots of the Dreamspell nation.

But in their wholesale discarding of the �2:60 world altogether, the feral population has often also 
given up its sense of discipline and purpose. As we now count the days to the prophetic deadline of 
Rhythmic 9, Kin 207, 7 Storm year—2�/�2/20�2—the feral tribes will increase. As the �2:60 society 
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degenerates and slips ever more deeply into chaos, greater numbers, becoming disaffected, will join the 
marginalized feral underground. Without any positive or coherent social vision or program and sensing 
the futility of the old order, the feral will reject civilization altogether, biding its time, somewhat 
aimlessly, in timelessness, awaiting the end, which they know is inevitable. 

To themselves they are the solution, and so they don’t have to do anything more. While assuming 
that they have already “made it,” meaning they need do nothing more ‘til 20�2, this approach results 
in apathy. In this way the feral succumbs to an easy fatalism. Yet, as much as they would like to be 
aboriginal they are not and never will be. Nor are they yet of the future. The feral is a child of the end 
of history, caught between two times within a splitting of the worlds, suffering, in one way another, 
from “Hofmann’s civilizational disorder.”

To be of the future you must be a builder, you must be actively 
constructing it according to a vision or a blueprint cosmically ordained. 
Yes, the feral tribes are almost �3:20. And perhaps there are even a few 
who actually study and apply the Dreamspell. But if so, then you are 
no longer feral, but on the way to becoming the self-domesticated New 
Human of the Coming Dawn, a pioneer of Dreamspell nation.

The point is, you cannot have a genuine �3:20 life style—a 
Dreamspell Nation—without intense self-discipline. To be a 

truly �3:20 human, you must study and learn the new galactic language of time. You must 
learn the Dreamspell. And that takes time and discipline.

2. Dreamspell, The Gift for Leaving the 12:60 Ratio … It’s not what you think it is!

“THE GIFT FOR LEAVING THE �2:60 RATIO AND ENTERING THE �3:260 IS 
THE THIRTEEN MOON CALENDAR FOR CASTING THE PLANETARY SERVICE 
WAVESPELL. KEYED TO THE DREAMSPELL JOURNEYBOARD, THE �3 MOON 
WAVESPELL UNLOCKS ALL CASTLE WAVESPELLS, AND OPENS THE TWO 
HUNDRED SIXTY GATEWAYS OF TIMESHIP EARTH.”

—Dreamspell Genesis, p.�0

According to the Dreamspell, the �2:60 world is in a process of shattering that began in �987 and lasts 
until 20�3. Those who can awaken to this fact and at least mentally leave the �2:60 world are eligible 
for the gift of the Dreamspell in which is coded the �3-Moon Calendar. This is evident in the foregoing 
excerpt from the Dreamspell Genesis.

The fact is that by 20�2, the world will be turned upside down. The feral clans may merely be the 
ones who got out ahead of time and left the �2:60 world altogether. What will happen when everyone 
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is in the same boat—will there be a plan or a vision? Will there be enough life-jackets to go around? 
Will someone know how to reach a safe harbor? Has the gift for leaving the �2:60 world been made 
sufficiently available? Does anyone know how to navigate in time?

In principle, according to the original command of the Galactic Federation regarding 
the Dreamspell, anyone leaving the �2:60 civilization should be given the gift of the 
13-Moon/28 day calendar. This is a significant point that should be taken to heart by all 
PAN nodes worldwide. Free pocket calendars should be distributed to all who choose 
the alternative route away from civilization. Then, at least, those making the choice to 
leave the old might know there really is another time and consequently, another world 
that is being prepared. 

There really is a new dispensation, where everyone gets a new name—galactic signature—and a 
new social assignment—Earth family. The choice of the �2:60 drop out would then not be just one 
of rejecting the mainstream society but, instead, of being able to tune into and enter an entirely new 
dimension of reality, where time is no longer money, but time is art.

Dreamspell is the vision. The Thirteen Moon calendar is the prescription for the universal peace plan. 
With the gift there is something that must be done. In the passage cited above, the cause of the gift of 
the �3 Moon calendar is “FOR CASTING THE PLANETARY SERVICE WAVESPELL.” Adding that 
“THE PURPOSE OF THE THIRTEEN MOON CALENDAR IS TO GATHER THE SERVICE OF 
THE PLANETARY KIN ON BEHALF OF TIMESHIP EARTH …” 

To be truly meaningful, the gift of the Thirteen 
Moon calendar should be backed up with the 
gift of the Dreamspell. The pure form of the 
calendar—synchronometer, or measure of 
synchronicity—is depicted as the “perpetual 
�3-Moon calendar” on the back of the Galactic 
Compass slipcover. Within the wavespell form 
is the four-week, 28-day schematic, reflecting 
the text that says, “THIRTEEN PERFECT 
MOONS OF TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS EACH. 
EACH MOON A PERFECT REFLECTION 
OF EVERY OTHER MOON. IN SEQUENCE, 
EACH OF THE THIRTEEN MOONS 
CARRIES ONE OF THIRTEEN GALACTIC 
TONES.”

Possessing the same form as the �3-kin castle 
wavespell, the �3-Moon wavespell is further 
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qualified as a “planetary service wavespell.” The planetary service wavespell is intended as an annual 
program planner in which the first moon is intended for the definition of purpose, the second moon to 
identify the challenges, the third moon to determine the best form of service, and so forth. The action 
plan intended is not so much a personal agenda as it is a planetary action to be taken in concert with 
other “planetary kin on behalf of Timeship Earth.”

Now this is an interesting proposition. What exactly is 
“Timeship Earth”? In the Dreamspell manual, “APPENDIX: 
TIMESHIP EARTH 2013, The Planetary Art of Galactic 
Time” (p.�39), it is declared that “Earth is a timeship, a 
planetary holon voyaging through galactic time.” A timeship is 
further defined as “planet Earth in its orbit creating the fourth 
dimension which encapsulates the third.” (p.�45) 

Now, this gives us a lot to consider. First of all, what is a 
holon?

A holon is defined as a “galactic whole, characterized by 
integral consistency, self-organizing capacity, and multi-
dimensional inclusiveness …” and as “… a subset and any of 
its parts within the galactic whole.” A holon is also described 
as the “structure of the fourth-dimensional universe,” or, the 
fourth-dimensional body with its “third-dimensional space 
suit.” (p.38)

This means that timeship Earth is the fourth-dimensional 
orbiting body of the third-dimensional Earth. This fourth-
dimensional body functions as a self-organizing sub-set of the 
galactic whole—a planetary electron orbiting the solar nucleus 
of a particular heliocosmic molecule within the galactic whole. 
To be in service to Timeship Earth is, then, to be in service to 
the fourth-dimensional holon of the Earth, as much as to the 
third-dimensional Earth itself. 

To serve the fourth-dimensional Earth is to give spiritual service to the Earth, for the holon is the spirit 
body in relation to the matter of the third-dimensional body. This fourth-dimensional Earth includes 
everything we mean when we speak about the noosphere—the mind or mental sphere of Earth. 
Noosphere is the name given to the self-organizing mind of Earth’s holon. Planetary service to the 
Earth’s holon—the timeship—is to prepare for the manifestation of the noosphere in the year 20�3—
hence, “journey of timeship Earth 20�3.”

PLANET HOLON: Timeship Earth 2013

HUMAN HOLON
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This is a significant point of reflection. The Dreamspell is not what you think it is! Far more than being 
a version of the “Mayan calendar,” the Dreamspell is a spiritual program for the whole Earth when 
it has exhausted itself of the �2:60 timing frequency. That is why it is “the gift for leaving the �2:60 
ratio.” It is for use by the athletes of the soul’s true journey into the spiraling adventure of cosmic 
evolution.

“Humans must synchronize with galactic time and become designers of timeship Earth.” (p.�40) This 
it can only do by first taking the step of adopting the 13 Moon calendar. Why? “Of the many calendars 
used by humans, none take into account the unity of planetary and galactic time.” (ibid.) None that is, 
except the Dreamspell �3-Moon 28/day calendar, the gift given to prepare us for the spiritual upgrade 
into galactic culture and cosmic consciousness, the full meaning of the noosphere.

The Dreamspell itself is subtitled, “The Journey of Timeship Earth 20�3.” This is so because at 
this point, 20�3 (anagram for �3:20), the Timeship, Earth’s time transport vehicle encapsulating its 
third-dimensional sensory conductor, will finally be ready for full entry into the fourth dimension of 
galactic time. It will be ready for this passage into the fourth-dimensional noosphere because sufficient 
numbers of planetary kin responded to the call and meaning of the planetary service wavespell.

Yellow Galactic Seed, kin �64, 26 July 20�3, is actually a cosmic evolutionary time marker. The 
Rhythmic Solstice—2�/�2/20�2, registers as the point of alignment with the galactic center—
the vortex point of the Hunab Ku. This moment marks the actual transition from a time phase 
synchronization beam coordinating the previous �3-baktun, 5�25-year cycle of history. However, by 
2�/�2/20�2, civilization as we know it will be completely a thing of the past, a bygone era of Earth’s 
biosphere. 

This null point alignment with the Hunab Ku, will also mark the manifestation of Earth’s circumpolar 
rainbow rings—the ultimate object or attainment of the planetary kin gathered in service to the 
timeship. This will bring about a great flurry of activity. Much of this will be in the nature of inter-
dimensional and interstellar activation, the rearrangement of the human social order in alignment with 
the fourth-dimensional level of galactic culture. This activity will occur over the next seven moons, 
through the Day Out of Time 20�3, Blue Resonant Night. Then will come the Yellow Galactic Seed—
the launching of the Timeship. 

“The adventure this holds for humanity is inconceivable within the limited understanding of third-
dimensional time. This adventure will be the result of the conversion of ‘time is money’ to ‘time is 
art.’” (Dreamspell Manual, p. �42) This point cannot be emphasized enough.

It is one thing to have arts and crafts booths, galactic signature decoding tents and techno rave music 
at a Day Out of Time festival, while proclaiming the slogan, “time is art.” But to have a sustained 
living experience is entirely another matter. However, these valiant efforts in the midst of the affluent 
�2:60 consumer society, are utterly necessary to bring people’s attention to another possibility of being. 
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But until the �2:60 has been totally worn away, entered into its own nirvana, such efforts will only be 
that—signposts indicating the nature and direction of the New Dawn. If those signposts were not there, 
you would not know where to look—or why.

At the solstice point of 2012, the first rays of that New Dawn will streak across the horizon, until 
finally on Galactic Seed the full light of that dawn will penetrate everywhere with its unmistakably 
new evolutionary message. There is no way to prepare for what will be experienced. This is because 
until now we have not understood the nature of galactic time.

3. Galactic Time—the Meaning of the Dreamspell

“Time is the g-force, the galactic fifth force. The g-force contains space. Time is not 
how long it takes to get from one point in space to another. Time has no beginning or 
end.”

 —Dreamspell Manual p. �39

To which we might add, time is the universal factor of synchronization, which is one of the functions 
of the g-force. The physics of contemporary Earth culture recognizes four forces, the electric, the 
magnetic, the strong and the weak. The interaction of these forces gives rise to sub-atomic particle or 
quantum physics.

However, there is a fifth force, the g-force that is the factor of galactic time 
which activates and coordinates the other four forces. This is mirrored in 
the galactic time atom where the red and blue antipode colors represent the 
electric and magnetic forces, while the white and the yellow represent the 
weak and the strong forces. In the center is the green, signifying the g-force, 
the galactic fifth force. 

This fifth force of fourth-dimensional galactic time bonds the other forces into 
a cosmic whole with an infinite range of potentiality, while supplying the phenomenal 
universe with its different timing cycles and frequencies. As a fourth-dimensional factor, the g-force is 
not detectable or measurable like other “physical” forces. 

To summarize: As the fourth-dimensional galactic time encompassing the third dimension of space, the 
g-force is the universal factor of synchronization and the fractal bonding principle of the holon in its 
myriad aspects. As a function of fourth-dimensional time, the holon animates and motivates the third-
dimensional body according to fourth-dimensional timing frequencies. In animals this is evident in 
their patterns of movement and behavior with each other, which are generally highly synchronized and 
possessing a natural elegance and balance. 
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As galactic time the g-force functions as a set of overlays of radial synchronization beams. These 
synchronization beams are like multiple track recordings linking different dimensions or layers of 
cosmic consciousness through convergences of overtone frequencies mathematically scored and timed 
to maintain a continuously evolving inter-dimensional harmony.

We have spoken much of the 13-baktun synchronization beam of history. This was a specifically 
loaded beam intended to quicken processes of interplanetary karma, arriving at a zeroed-out state by 
the 20�2 null zone. However, this was but a special case beam intended solely for the high quarantine 
zone of the Velatropa 24 sector of the Orion arm of the galaxy. Once this beam completes its function 
at the null zone, then the Earth will experience a “noo-pause” and after a cosmically brief free fall 
through interdimensional space, enter the domain of normalized galactic synchronization.

Otherwise known as the “Dominion of Time,” there are normally four continuously operating 
synchronization beams, whose templates are integrated into two master synthesizer time lenses that 
project all of the perceptions of galactic culture and cosmic consciousness. The Earth, and, indeed, the 
entire heliocosm will now attain normal galactic time processing. This is scheduled for Galactic Seed, 
July 26, 20�3—the meaning of the launching of Timeship Earth 20�3.

When you stop to consider the multi-layered, inter-dimensional richness of galactic time, you can 
see how off the mark and obsessive is the �2:60 mechanical time measure of the contemporary Earth 
culture, and how far astray it has led the human race in its destruction of the biosphere.

The whole purpose of the galactic �3-moon 28-day synchronometer is to assist in making the shift to 
galactic time. This is the meaning and purpose of the Dreamspell. It is not enough to reject and drop 
out of the old �2:60 machine world. You must actively take up the banner of the new, otherwise you 
are just the foam and the waste of the old order, making little positive contribution for the welfare of 
the Earth and its holon—the noosphere of timeship Earth.

4. From Rainbow Nation to Dreamspell Nation 

At the heart of the Dreamspell is the rainbow vision of the rainbow nation. The pinnacle of this vision 
is the meditation and science of the circumpolar rainbow bridge. This is the supreme goal of the 
synchronic time knowledge encoded into the Dreamspell and entrusted to the rainbow nation.

The idea of the rainbow nation first arose in the late ‘60s as a natural 
complement to the psychedelic sub-culture. The “Rainbow Bridge,” a film 
featuring Jimi Hendrix, typified the original vision of the cosmic hippies. 
In 1972 the rainbow gatherings began, at first in the United States then 
spreading to many countries throughout the westernized industrial world 
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In his book Rainbow Nation without Boundaries (�990) Alberto Ruz describes a vast social movement 
that embraces virtually all of the marginalized subcultures springing up in the backwoods just past 
the last freeway exit out of the globalized world, including anarchist tree-huggers, guerilla theater 
performance troupes and eco-village networks. Today, this rainbow nation spans the world more than 
ever embracing at its core the gamut of the alternative community from the organic dreadlock feral and 
anti-globalization activists to New Age mediums and crystal healers. 

From these ranks are drawn the heart of the Dreamspell nation. These are the true players of the 
synchronic order who know they are reformulating the human mind by attuning it to the synchronic 
order of fourth-dimensional time.
 
In the Dreamspell vision, the rainbow nation has its own precise meanings. 

“Rainbow nation: The four cosmic root races awakened for the purpose of launching Timeship Earth 
20�3. Dreamspell players who take command following the Time Shift, July 26, �992.” (p.40)

Regarding the “four cosmic root races” we read that they constitute the “red, white, blue and yellow 
color families formed by the 20 solar tribes for Timeship Earth 20�3 for purpose of coming together as 
the rainbow nation following the Time Shift.” (p.36)

We also read regarding the purpose of the Perpetual �3-Moon Calendar, “The purpose of the �3-moon 
calendar is to assist in converting third-dimensional materialism into the fourth-
dimensional rainbow nation.” (p.29)

It says further in describing the Dreamspell Oracle of Destiny, that its purpose 
is “to gather the rainbow nation and to re-establish the original harmony of 
the four cosmic root races …” Through reconnecting the third-dimensional 
body (space-suit) with its holon, use of the Dreamspell Oracle is “to arouse 
the memory of galactic time, the direct revelation of the law of the kin. In 
the law of the kin, all kin are equal and free. It is for the planetary kin … to 
create a path of power for the rainbow nation that is completely liberated of all 
institutions, money, war and poverty.” (p.�6) 
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From these definitions we can piece together a vision that entails a great responsibility for the use of 
this Dreamspell “gift, 5,000 years overdue. This gift is the knowledge of galactic time as the calendar 
of the �3 moons, the �00 patterns of destiny and the 260 galactic gateways of the planetary kin.” The 
responsibility includes: “… to engage in the clean-up and stabilization of planet earth … to enter the 
pole shift … to test drive the Timeship … and to launch the Timeship, sounding the galactic fifth force 
chord of Kinich Ahau, the solar system, July 26, AD 20�3.” (p.�6)

The key point in the activation of the Dreamspell was the Time Shift, July 26 �992, “the point of 
implementation of the �3 moon calendar and arousal of the rainbow nation on behalf of Timeship 
Earth 20�3.” (p.4�) The Time shift will have begun sixteen years ago this July 26, 2008, from the Blue 
Cosmic Storm—�992—to the Blue Electric Storm—2008.

Some of the original timelines set by the Dreamspell have come and gone. Soon we will be just five 
years out from the launching of the Timeship. It is an excellent opportunity to take stock and see how 
well we are implementing the goals set forth for the planetary kin—the heart beat of the Dreamspell 
nation—in their creating a path of power for the rainbow nation, the larger world community that 
has rejected the �2:60 value system. This path of power, “… liberated of all institutions, money, war 
and poverty,” is meant for a rainbow nation that is a fourth-dimensional consequence of the �3-moon 
calendar conversion from the third-dimensional time of materialism.

The purpose of the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Plan (�994), the two Planetary Congresses 
of Biospheric Rights (�996, 2006) as well as the World Congress on the Law of Time (�997), the 
World Summit on Peace and Time (�999), launching of the Rinri Project (�996), and the seven-week 
Earth Wizard’s Seminary (�999) were all intended in one way or another to implement the goals of 
the Dreamspell vision. Especially emphasized has been the clean-up and stabilization of the Earth, 
the promulgation and spread of the �3 moon calendar, the test driving of the Timeship (the daily 
synchronic code practices), and preparing for the pole shift—circumpolar rainbow bridge.

The year 2000 completed the seven years of the Telektonon prophecy and saw the formation of the 
Foundation for the Law of Time to carry out the promulgation of the peace plan and continue the work 
of promoting the �3 Moon calendar. The seven week Earth Wizard’s seminary spawned numerous 
seven day Earth Wizard seminars still being convened in many countries. Garden communities 
such as that in Epuyen, Argentina, of the Peace Garden in Italy, among many, began to spring up. 
But something new and scarcely foreseen had arisen to change the mental environment of the 
contemporary Earth culture: within a year after the time shift the cybersphere was born from the 
technosphere via the Internet. The mental environment of the Earth had received a new context.

By 2000, the cybersphere had become the dominant controlling force of the world mind—the virtual 
or unconscious noosphere. The effect of the cybersphere, particularly the Internet, on the planetary 
consciousness has been without precedent. It has allowed virtually anybody on the planet to be in 
communication with anyone else almost instantaneously. It has become a force in the marketplace. And 
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it has created a new technosocial addiction. Like the automobile, there are many people, businesses 
and organizations that simply cannot do without the Internet. Anyone wishing to communicate to a 
network spread around the world—such as PAN—is bound to rely upon the Internet. 

The creation of the cybersphere has aided and abetted a tendency toward mental laziness exacerbated 
by an accentuation of the power of the individual ego that is awash in a flood of information for which 
there is no discriminating system of evaluation. In this final stage of the atomization of consciousness 
into billions of egoic splinters, each claiming to be its own authority, how is one to go about 
communicating the gift of the 13-moon Dreamspell, much less finding or taking the time to learn a 
system that is so galactic in nature it has little to do with the values and knowledge system embedded 
in the cybersphere?

Yes, how does one reprogram the mind to an entirely new system 
of knowledge? How does one create unity among a network spread 
about the Earth in little pockets connected to a large degree by their 
computers? How does one arouse the memory of the original mission of 
the Dreamspell to the launching of the Timeship? Out of the diversity of 
beliefs that characterize the rainbow nation, how does one galvanize the 
Dreamspell nation of planetary kin to rise to their highest duty?

5. Dreamspell Yoga

“… at the moment all Consciousness channels of everyone in your Planet act in 
conformity with the same system.

“However, since Awakening and Consciousness programs are different, wrong 
assessments in interpretation lead you to erroneous thoughts. This becomes an obstacle 
on your path of accelerated evolution.”

—Knowledge Book, p.544

A fundamental issue facing everyone on the Earth today is the development of discriminating 
intelligence. The plethora of opinions often expressed through the autocratic anonymity of the Internet, 
and the lack of education to discriminate between opinion and truth only contributes further to the 
confusion of the age. 

Everyone is living in the cybersphere—that is what is meant by acting in conformity with the same 
system—but everyone is at a different stage of awakening and functioning at different levels of 
consciousness. Not everybody is aware of this and so many misinterpretations of everything occur on 
a randomly increasing basis. Add to this most people’s lack of mind training and/or unwillingness to 
examine their mind, and you have the state of the noosphere as it is today.
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The challenge to present the actual nature of the gift of the �3-Moon Dreamspell in this mental 
environment is highly challenging. One must be thoroughly certain in oneself of the nature of this tool 
as a genuine expression of a galactic system of knowledge. One must understand without the least 
doubt that the surest way to commence a paradigm shift and reprogram the human mind is through 
daily use of the �3-moon Dreamspell.

Many people say that they wish to reprogram their mind, their emotional body or whatever. But if you 
give someone a gift of the Dreamspell or decode their galactic signature, more often than not they will 
say “Yes, but what does that mean?” Or “What will that do for me?” 

Unless someone has the genuine willingness of mind—and the discipline as well—to learn something 
new, they simply will join the ranks of other well-meaning people who have received the gift, looked at 
it and then put it on the shelf.

To learn the Dreamspell you must look at it like a form of yoga. Yoga only 
works as a discipline because you take the initiative to do it. If you are all alone 
in the forest, away from all of your family and social acquaintances, with no 
one around to tell you to do anything, and you still get up and do your yoga or 
meditation practice, then you know what it takes. 

A yogi or yogini is one who exerts in self-discipline. The highest 
self-discipline is not for yourself, but for a higher ideal—for the 
launching of the Timeship, for instance, which is actually for the 
salvation of your planet. Or your service can further be dedicated 
to the Supreme One, through whom all receive the gift of life.

In any case, the point of the Dreamspell, as we have endeavored 
to show through this Newsletter, is that it is a system of galactic 
knowledge, meant to be applied as an act of planetary service on 
behalf of the spiritualization of the Earth.

To learn and practice this new galactic system of knowledge 
constitutes Dreamspell yoga. As a form of yoga, Dreamspell falls 
under the category of jnana yoga, or yoga of knowledge. This is 
the yoga of the training of the mind in a system of knowledge. 
One can practice natural mind meditation, for example, and to a 
degree train the mind to see its own nature, to experience one’s 
true essence. In classic yoga that is called dhyana, the word from 
which zen is ultimately derived. That is the fundamental level of 
mind training.
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It is another level of mental discipline to learn the systematic and logical basis of a system of 
knowledge, like learning a new language. Learning the Dreamspell is like that, like learning a new 
language—the language of galactic time. Not only does it take discipline to learn it, but it takes 
discipline to practice it on a daily basis, that is, to follow the codes of the synchronic order. These 
codes are the language spoken by the Dreamspell. 

The simplest and most fundamental level is the �3-Moon/28-day synchronometer. Here one learns and 
practices the basic components of the language as a daily system of tune-ins—you tune into the Moon 
and its place in the planetary service wavespell; you tune into the week (heptad); you tune into the 
daily plasma; you tune into the kin; you create the daily oracle and so forth.

In this form of jnana yoga, the practice of natural mind meditation is extremely helpful. For when 
you are learning something as new as the Dreamspell your conditioned mind will bombard you with 
doubts, questions, unnecessary comparisons, etc.. Through natural mind meditation you can develop 
beginner’s mind and look at things in a fresh way. Or if conditioned thoughts come up, you are able to 
recognize and label them as such, and continue in your pursuit of the new language.

If you want to truly reformulate your mind then you must go about it in this way, the way of 
Dreamspell yoga. It will open doors undreamed of for you. It is the only to begin, to enter the single 
gateway to the vast expanse of galactic consciousness and culture.

6. In the Catalytic Realm of Inner Earth Time

One of the advanced applications of the application of the Dreamspell as the expression of the 
synchronic order of galactic culture is the Mystery of the Stone. This practice is coded to a seven year 
cycle, from 2004 to 20��—Blue Crystal Storm through Red Overtone Moon years. In the Mystery of 
the Stone a year is a ring—the orbit of the Earth around the sun. We are now in the eleventh moon of 
the fourth ring, the White Lunar Wizard. Each ring is appointed a Lord of Time (Bolontiku) as a fifth-
dimensional guardian to be awakened by the practitioner of Dreamspell yoga.

This White Lunar Wizard ring is a difficult year of transit in our journey to 2012. In the Mystery of the 
Stone we have finished our passage through the three rings of the sensory realm and are in the catalytic 
passage on our way to the three rings of the telepathic realm. Psychically, we are in the etheric, fourth-
dimensional domain of inner Earth, the catalytic realm of inner Earth time. Inner Earth time is where 
the archetypal recollections of the lost worlds are now being ripened by the final, dissonant frequencies 
of the �3-baktun synchronization beam. Here, events are enacted as an archetypal theater piece of inner 
Earth time. This is where the collective unconscious is playing itself out.

What happens in inner Earth time imprints and resounds on the tympanum surrounding the Earth core. 
These resonances then reverberate upon the third-dimensional surface to be perceived as different 
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events, geophysical as well as psycho-socio-cultural. This is the time of the purification of the sensory 
realm. The more there is to purify in the galactic karmic range of the Earth psyche, the more catalytic 
the archetypal enactments and their terrestrial surface reverberations. This particular year of passage 
through Inner Earth time is occurring through the etheric body of the fourth Lord of Time, Black Iron 
Garuda Crest. 

As we know, in the Mystery of the Stone three Dreamspell oracles are aligned to create the etheric 
structure of one of the nine Lords of Time. Since we are now in the second half of the annual ring of 
time, the crown oracle is the day out of time (Lunar Mirror); the heart oracle constant is that of the 
prophecy/book of seven generations (Lunar Earth), while the root oracle is the annual kin (Lunar 
Wizard)

In these oracle codes we encounter two galactic karmic Earth signs: Blue Lunar Hand, the antipode to 
the heart oracle, Red Lunar Earth, and in the Earth core itself, the root of root chakra of the Bolontiku, 
is the Blue Crystal Hand, the galactic signature of the closing of the cycle, 2�/�2/20�2.

The appearance of these two signs within the time of the inner Earth indicates the profound karmic 
power of this crucial rite of passage. The Lunar Hand embodies the challenge of the intensity of all of 
the accumulated galactic karma now coming to swift fruition within the self-embattled contemporary 
Earth culture. This is the cause of tremendous upheaval and tension, of interminable delays and 
shifting sand beneath what we once thought was solid ground. This also accounts for the most recent 
intensity of the terrestrial agitation: The eruption of the Chaiten volcano in southern Chile (Spectral 
Moon �), and the cyclone Nargis that devastated Burma (Spectral Moon 2).

“Earth and Sky in Electrifying Battle of the Elements” NEWS.au.com
(Chile, Spectral Moon 1, Lunar Wizard year 5/2/2008. Photo by Carlos Gutierrez, UPI)
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 At such a moment as we now find ourselves, there is nowhere to turn but to the deepest core of 
our being, the root of the root of our essence. Therein is the vision of the end of the journey—Blue 
Crystal Hand, 2�/�2/20�2. It is here that we must cultivate the certainty that the end of the journey is 
now pressing itself into the Earth consciousness. The unimaginable and the unexpected are now the 
inevitable. The higher signals from Cosmos are increasing. The creative master beams of galactic time 
are now scanning the Earth for telepathic receptors. 

By such events as are now occurring, our root being is catalyzed into an evolutionary leap forward in 
the direction of the telepathic realm of Cosmos. The lower self and all of its conditionings are being 
thoroughly squeezed out of operational existence. The galactic field marshals are summoning from 
the archetypal recesses of Inner Earth time the final means of psychic confrontation of the collective 
psyche. 

“And when the word is fulfilled against them, we shall produce from the Earth a beast to 
face them; he will speak to them, for that mankind did not believe with assurance in our 
signs.”

—Quran 27:82 (al-Biruni edition Beirut, 200�)

“At the right time, we will produce for them a creature made of earthly materials, 
declaring that the people are not certain about our revelations.”

—Quran 27:82 (Rashad Khalifa translation)

The right time has arrived. The creature made of earthly materials is the computer—and the television 
as well. The Internet and television news media are the means of revelation. Stay tuned and remain 
aware. 

In the meantime, less than eleven weeks of the catalytic 
passage remain. During this time, make sure you get to the 
root of the root of your being where the 20�2 vision of the 
Blue Crystal Hand emanates its transformative healing 
light. To those who arrive there purified and whole, the 
visionary gateways will open in abundance. 

The gift of the Dreamspell was fully intended for such 
a time. The Mystery of the Stone is still another three 
years in the making. There is still time to prepare for the 
launching of the timeship! 
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Synchronic Code Readout: Kin 81 Red Electric Dragon

NS�.20.��.8, New Sirius Cycle, Galactic Spin 30
Day 288 White Lunar Wizard Year, AD 2007-2008
Spectral Serpent Moon of Liberation 
Dragon “The compassion for sentient beings has already been performed since the beginning. 
Dragon nurtures compassion for all beings.”
Padmasambhava 8. “Within this (intrinsic awareness) the Trikaya are inseparable and fully present as 
one.”
Ibn al-Arabi, 9. Kaf the footstool, the Grateful, the first imaginal thing, the locus where God lets 
down His “two feet.” Above the footstool is only Mercy.
Telektonon Day 8, Cube 2. Wind Spirit. Third Seer. Christ, One Love. “Hardships are Gateways to 
happiness.”
Telektonon Board: Baktun 8, Christ the Anointed One, BC 353-AD 4�
Court of Mind: Hall of the Wind. Breath refines clarity of mind.
20 Tablets, Year Eleven, Sixteen-Year Cube of the Law, Week 562
CA Planetary Manitou, Third Year Way of Wielding Power 
Third Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 3, Week 42 Moon ��
Mystery of the Stone, Fourth Ring, Heptad �98, Sixteenth Quarter
Fourth Year, Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, Oracle of the Initiation—Kali Seals the Initiation
Victory Catalyzes Mystery of the Stone
Annual Cube Eleven, Monkey Magic, Conscious Plane of Will, Externalizing Instinctual Intelligence
Eighth Year, Second Creation, Cycle of Self-Perfection, Camelot Restored
Realm of the Fourth Lord of Time, Black Iron Garuda Crest, Guardian of the Third Power of Nine 
(27)—Time of Rule: BC 920 – BC �89.
20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet ��, Chronograph: Monkey Genesis, Monkey Wavespell ��, 
Blue Western Castle of Burning, Court of Magic. 
Chronograph Moon Kin �4�: Red Spectral Dragon moon -9,987 to -9,887 
Baktun-Moon Correlation—Moon of Baktun �� “Holy Wars”, left hip of Fourth Lord of the Ring 
Interplanetary Noosphere Ring: Manifest Presence of Black Iron Garuda Crest, second pulsation 
cycle, Red Lightning Child Great Emptiness, SP+ Maldek
7:7::7:7 code: My father is intrinsic awareness. I feel the heat.
Telektonon Prophecy: Section � Introductory Verses, verses �-4, “One Living Prophecy”
Dreamspell: Kin 8�, Red Electric Dragon 
Harmonic 2�. Rhythmic Input, Inform Flowering of Equality
Biphasic Codon 47: Calling the Source—Dynamism resolved as architectonics
Long Count: 33 Red Resonant Skywalker,�2.�9.�5.��.2
Haab: Vinal �5, 7 Moan “To see into darkness”
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 207, Blue Crystal Hand—Closing the Cycle complete
SBTS. �3.�5
Quarterly Rune, Codon 43, 3rd stage
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Weekly Codon Cube, Codon 3�, Mind Attracting—Cosmic awareness establishes binary order
First line, yin, bottom of Codon Cube
Blue Magnetic Self-generation-Overtone Abundance Overtone Chromatic 59 
Yellow Sun-Seed Fire Chromatic (right hand) 
White Week Two: Maintain power of Prophecy—White humility refines meditation
7:7::7:7 Second week, Inner Initiation, White antipode Time Atom, Heptagonon of Mind of Heaven. 
Seven years of prophecy, �993-2000 
Futhark Rune �9, Eihwaz is the union of horse and rider, sent from North to South,
Leaf of the Throne. Eihwaz is the union of horse and rider that refines the Avatar
Eihwaz-Dali Cube top, Crown Chakra, PNM 20, Pacific Plate 4
Yellow Magnet sent by South to North, red throat Chakra
Planet Holon, Cardinal family, Earth Zone: Central Asia-Arabia-India-China 

Dynamics of Time, �.3 “The frequency of time, �3:20, remains constant throughout all phases of the 
evolutionary spectrum, maintaining synchronic order through all phases simultaneously.”

Offered freely to all planetary kin everywhere, known and unknown, by Agent 6.7.�3, on behalf of 
Sirius Mission 2.�5.7, Time Engineering Division, Galactic Research Institute, Great Southern Land, 
Night Zone, V.24.3

Please note: While there are no traveler Dreamspell kits available at this time, for the cost of shipping 
alone you can get a Mystery of the Stone kit.
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